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Abstract
Patriotic education in the new era needs to give full play to the role of the main channel of ideological and political courses, strengthen and improve the ideological and political work team, strengthen the construction of practical education base. At the same time, we will continue to explore new channels for educating people, and will fully integrate patriotic education with cultural and moral education. Students need to strengthen their ideals and beliefs, cultivate their patriotism, and turn their patriotism into a trip to serve the country.
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1. Give Full Play to the Role of the Main Channel of Ideological and Political Courses, and Improve the Foundation of Ideological and Political Theory of College Students

Clarify the importance of ideological and political education and teaching in the "School Ideological and Political Theory Teachers Forum". Emphasize the importance of ideological and political courses in the formation of college students' values. The ideological and political theory course is the key course to carry out the fundamental task of Lide and fostering people, pay attention to ideological and political theory courses, run ideological and political theory courses, integrate ideological and political courses with professional courses, and play the role of the main channel of ideological and political courses, so as to guide students to cultivate patriotism and stimulate students' patriotism.

First of all, adhere to the guiding position of Marxism, earnestly study the classics of Marxism and the classics of Marxism in China, and broaden the international vision of college students. The classic works of Marxism deeply reveal the laws of socialist development and guide the proletarian revolutionaries to join the revolution. The revolutionaries are not afraid of hardships and dangers. They combine the "Communist Manifesto" and other theories with the Chinese revolution, and imprint the theory step by step in the practice of the Chinese revolution. On the road, thus bred a profound revolutionary patriotism. The classic works of Sinicization of Marxism are classic works of socialism with Chinese characteristics formed in the great practice of Chinese revolution, construction, and reform. They condense the major theoretical guidelines for the development of China in modern times, and are important reference books for educating and guiding college students in patriotic education. In the new era, China will treat state-to-state relations with an open, inclusive, shared and co-construction mentality, encourage college students to broaden their international horizons, link the spirit of patriotism, peace and tolerance with countries in the world, and build a community with a shared future for mankind.

Second, promote the innovation of ideological and political theory courses, stimulate ideological and political teachers' innovative thinking, enhance the theoretical, innovative and richness of ideological and political courses, and stimulate students' interest in ideological and political courses from the side. The ideological and political theory course is not just a course, it is an important channel to guide college students to establish a correct view of history, nation-state, and culture. One is to combine the theoretical nature of the curriculum with the characteristics of the times. Based on the basic principles of Marxism, this course learns historical materialism. Social development moves in a regular manner. We must look at historical development events from a development perspective. The development of various ethnic groups and countries requires mutual tolerance, mutual understanding, mutual respect and unity. Ideological and political courses not only teach knowledge, but also need to organically integrate the cultural characteristics and rich cultural connotations of
each ethnic group to stimulate diversified Chinese characteristic culture, broaden the horizons of college students, and let Young people in the new era understand their country and nation better, continue to refine the essence of the new era culture, encourage outstanding civilization achievements to go to the world, enhance cultural self-confidence, and let Chinese culture have a long history.

2. Exploring New Channels for Patriotism Education in the New Era, and Expanding the Patriotism Education Model of Educating People With Culture and Morality

First of all, inherit and carry forward the excellent traditional and revolutionary culture of the Chinese nation, strengthen the construction of campus culture, and cultivate the patriotism of college students with cultural people. Patriotism culture continues to flourish in the excellent traditional culture and revolutionary culture of the Chinese nation. Yue Fei, who is devoted to serving the country, has emerged. Their deeds of defending their home and the country without fear of life and death have been widely circulated from ancient times to the present. Countless patriots have emerged in the history of the Chinese nation. Their heroic deeds are widely spread among the people, and their patriotic spirit is endless. Entering the new era, colleges and universities combine traditional patriotic culture with modern campus culture, fully excavate historical deeds, Internet media and other resources, and vividly display the heroic deeds of many people with lofty ideals in ancient times in front of college students in the new era, infecting college students to learn from their predecessors, forming a love for the party, Patriotic and loving the spirit of the people. The Chinese revolutionary culture gave birth to great spirits such as "Yan'an Spirit" and "Jinggangshan Spirit". The spirit of revolutionary culture affects generations of young people from generation to generation, and the inheritance and development of revolutionary culture are combined with new Internet media platforms. The revolutionary culture is integrated into the colorful campus culture to attract college students with profound humorous expressions, to influence college students subtly, and to cultivate college students' patriotic feelings with revolutionary culture.

Secondly, adhere to the fundamental task of establishing morality and fostering people, and lead college students to consciously abide by the core socialist values. Patriotism is an important part of the core values of socialism. Contemporary college students are in a critical period for the formation of world outlook, outlook on life and values. In the process of carrying out patriotism education, the core values of socialism are run through to guide students to consciously practice patriotism education. The ideological and political education of college students adheres to the fundamental task of establishing morality and cultivating people. Moral education will run through the ideological and political education, and the core socialist values will be integrated into the education practice teaching work of colleges and universities. At the same time, it plays the leading role of the network platform, integrates various resources, and builds a platform to help college students cultivate patriotism in a strong moral education atmosphere, and help college students establish patriotic feelings, so that students can experience the "morality" in the higher education philosophy and history of higher education. It moisturizes things silently and can convey to teachers and students the spiritual quality of being moral-oriented and virtuous.

3. Improve the Team of Patriotic Education, Improve the Incentive Mechanism of Patriotic Education, and Cultivate the Feelings of Patriotic Educators

First, establish and improve the selection mechanism. The selection of the ideological and political education team requires long-term planning and observation. The staff of the work team needs to have high ideological and moral education and cultural literacy, firm ideals and beliefs, not spread rumors, believe in rumors, and not spread rumors, and be able to love ideological and political education. Clarify educational goals and guide students' ideological education based on their own reality. And they can help students distinguish right from wrong, establish goals and correct life values. Ideological and political education workers include ideological and political theory teachers, counselors and class teachers. They must have ideals and beliefs, have moral sentiments, have solid knowledge, and have a benevolent heart. They can establish correct professional ethics, stick to the original aspiration of educating people, keep their mission in mind, and guide students to strengthen their sense of moral identity with patriotism. Ideological and political educators working on the frontline insist on "politics must be strong, feelings must be deep, thinking must be new, vision must be broad, self-discipline must be strict, and personality must be upright." Other teachers and school leaders need to stick to the original aspirations of educators, put patriotism education throughout education and teaching, and use their own practical actions to guide students' ideological development and enhance students' ideological awareness. They teach students to deeply understand the complementary relationship between patriotism, social morality and personal personality, and strengthen students' sense of responsibility towards the country and society.

Second, improve the incentive mechanism for patriotic education. Patriotism education is education on the spiritual level of consciousness, and the incentive mechanism of patriotism education requires spiritual rewards.
The state, schools and colleges pay more attention to spiritual rewards. Through the award of medals and certificates, educators are encouraged to actively participate in the practice of patriotic education, and at the same time lead by example, establish a sense of role model, and inspire students to learn from advanced models. Patriotism education pays attention to rewards at the spiritual level and at the same time pays attention to rewards at the material level. You can encourage people around you to devote yourself to patriotic education by formulating rules and regulations, special promotion channels, and giving material rewards to special contributors. Demonstration of firm ideals and beliefs, setting an example, motivating students to learn from advanced models, motivating students to focus their knowledge on national construction, and contribute to the realization of the Chinese dream.

Thirdly, cultivating the patriotism of ideological educators and enhancing the sense of national responsibility and historical identity of ideological and political workers. Patriotism is constantly changing with the development of history and times. In the process of the development of the Chinese nation, patriotism presents different characteristics and manifestations of the times. In the new era, patriotism educators must have deep patriotism, sincere patriotism, and in times of national crisis, they must extend a helping hand and donate money and materials as much as they can. When the country has achieved achievements, it feels extremely proud and proud. Patriotism must love the motherland, respect the laws of historical development, and respect local customs and customs. They can guide students to discover the unique charm of the motherland, and enhance students' importance and sense of belonging to the country as a whole. It takes long for patriotism educators in the new era to cultivate patriotism, and patriotism requires deep love. Judging from the historical development process, the Chinese people have deep-rooted family and national sentiments, and have a sense of responsibility that "everyone is responsible for the rise and fall of the world". "Gouli country lives and dies, and it avoids misfortune and good fortune", national affairs and personal trivial matters are closely linked, we must have a small family for everyone when the country is in crisis. The education of patriotism in the new era requires correct value judgments and value choices. College students consciously participate in the construction of a powerful socialist country with Chinese characteristics in the new era. In this, they can improve their moral and emotional awareness, combine their professional knowledge with the development of national politics, economy, science and technology, and contribute to the promotion of the country's international voice.

4. Strengthen the Construction of Patriotism Education Practice Base and Guide Students to Transform Their Patriotic Feelings Into a Trip to Serve the Country

First, guide students to participate in activities related to the Red Cultural Journey. Patriotism education is inseparable from the red cultural heritage. The red culture is expressed to the students in the form of delighted, heard and seen, presenting the colorful side of the red culture. First, carry out red cultural tourism, establish a red cultural tourism base, guide students to participate in volunteer activities, and explain the history of red culture. Second, activities such as visiting the Museum of Historical Revolution and watching red movies can be carried out. The museum brings students an intuitive historical visual experience. We can go deep into the museum to understand the development process of revolutionary history. Through the 3D simulation of the pictures, historical relics, and scenes of revolutionary events in the museum, students are guided to experience the advanced deeds of the revolutionary predecessors.

Secondly, give full play to the influence of major festivals and memorial days, and subtly influence students through education. Creating a strong patriotic atmosphere in universities and subconsciously infecting students is an important way to promote the main theme of patriotism. For example, the national flag and national anthem activities are held every Monday to enhance the students' sense of collective responsibility. "July 1st Party Building Day" and "August 1st Army Building Day" played the role of mass media. By telling the history of the development of the Chinese Communist Party, the modern army is not afraid of hardship, tiredness, and the spirit of victory. Patriotism education is everywhere. Educators should seize the opportunity to combine current affairs politics with historical events, tell historical stories, and spread patriotism.

Again, patriot with heart and serve the country with action. Patriotism education should be internalized in the heart and externalized in action. The results of patriotism education need to be implemented in practical actions. Through vivid social practice, deepen students' understanding of social practice. At the same time, the students integrated their emotions into practical actions and conveyed their patriotic feelings. The school encourages students to participate in summer social practice activities. For example, volunteers in historical museums, revolutionary exhibition halls, revolutionary base areas and other places. Students use practical actions to convey patriotic feelings to the masses and enhance national consciousness. At the same time, strengthen cooperation with patriotic education bases to enhance college students' ideological understanding and political standing. Cooperate with the New Era Education Base to create more attractive, appealing and artistic cultural works to
help college students truly experience the ideological baptism and spiritual sublimation brought by the education base.

Patriotism education is lifelong education, which is endowed with different connotations with the development of the times. It is not completed right away, and requires subtle and accumulating education. Patriotism education is not only the task of ideological educators in colleges and universities, but also requires multi-dimensional guidance from the state, society, and family. As General Secretary Xi Jinping said: "Family is the first classroom in life." The family is the first "school" for children to grow up, and the parents are the first "teacher". Therefore, we must focus on giving play to the fundamental role of parents in patriotism education and play a role in promoting ideological and political education in colleges and universities. Patriotism education is a deep and lasting education of ideals and beliefs. Ideological and political workers should infect students with their sincere patriotism, permeate patriotism education, and make patriotism education a "lifelong course."
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